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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Releasing Trauma 
Instructions – Trauma can be experienced in a variety of situations, such as: injury, attack, molestation, hostile or controlling 
environments, war zones, storms, medical issues, illness, long periods of stress or undernourishment, car accidents, sudden 
loss of a home, a loved one, or other challenging circumstances. Ultimately, these sudden or prolonged events can leave you 
feeling vulnerable, lost, unsafe, unloved, violated, insecure, or powerless. Your perceptions about what occurred and how 
you define what it means, is what determines whether you will move one on from it in peace or pain. If left unchecked, you 
might be tempted to use what happened to decide against yourself, and then go through life trying to keep it from happening 
again. We learn from A Course in Miracles that we create what we defend against. This means that it is essential to look  
at what happened to you, very directly if possible, and then turn over all of your thoughts, fears & perceptions to Higher 
Consciousness to be healed on your behalf. This can be tough to do, especially while you are still feeling the aftermath of 
what happened. Today, we will join together and bring what happened to you into the light, as a means of lifting it from you 
and dispelling it for good. You are not your past. You are not your experiences. You are not your feelings of inadequacy. You 
are as God created you, now and always. There is nothing of this earth, nor any person or condition that can take away your 
power, wholeness, or innocence as given you by God, Himself. Today, we will release the past, along with all of the pain, 
shock, and feelings of powerlessness, and reclaim your True Identity, along with the love, happiness, peace, and abundance 
you are entitled to. Take a moment to tune into something that happened that deeply impacted you, or made you feel alone, 
afraid, unloved, abandoned, overwhelmed, or powerless. Give it a rating of intensity from 1 to 10… and repeat after me: 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I went through something… and I did not know what to do… or how to respond…The situation  
was more than I could handle… and I did the best I knew how…There was a time…when the situation I was in…was so 
overwhelming…& I just had to deal with it…exactly as it was…I forgive myself for not knowing what to do…or how to respond. 
 

Other Side of Chest: 
There was a time… when I felt so overwhelmed… maybe even shocked… panicked… alone… or terrified…I am willing to 
release all the fear… all the shock… and all feelings of powerlessness… I want peace instead of this… Dear God… Take this 
from me… and heal it for me… Lift it from my heart forever… I am willing to give it to You…that it may be undone and healed. 
 

Center of the Chest:  
I am willing… to look directly at what happened… and release every thought or decision I might have made against myself… 
I am not my past… I am not my experiences… I cannot be altered by any person or event… I am the Holy Child of God… 
Eternal Spirit… deeply loved…safe… and one with God… I reclaim my True Identity… exactly as I am… and all the 
happiness I am entitled to…If I have been using any part of this experience… to delay my happiness…I release it now. 
 

Top of the Head: 
I am aware… that this event is still in my mind… and it is still bothering me at a deeper level… I am willing to release it 
completely and set myself free… I have no interest in holding onto this for any reason… I choose freedom in every way. 
 

Eyebrow Point: 
If there is any place in my mind… where I am using this experience to define me… delay me… or see myself as powerless… 
I am determined to see this differently… I reclaim my True Identity… and all the ease and happiness I am entitled to. 
 

Side of the Eye: 
I am willing to forgive myself for holding onto this… and for anything I am doing to carry the pain… I am ready to be free of 
this… I am worthy of being free of this… and living a life I love in peace… I am willing to release this and let it go… and every 
painful aspect of this situation… I want peace instead of this… I am free to move forward with ease. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
If there is any part of me that is holding onto judgment, fear, or feelings of pain… I release all of it now… I choose to forgive 
every person involved… so I can set myself free… Thank You God… for taking this from me… and helping me to see the 
Light beyond all appearances… I choose to see only the Light of each and every person… that I may know it within myself. 
 

Instructions - Take several long deep cleansing breaths and feel the deep serenity of releasing the past. You are free! You 
are not your past. You are not your experiences. You are as God created you. Nothing has ever changed you or taken away 
the blessings you are entitled to. Take in another deep calming breath and tune into the first time you felt a sudden feeling  
of surprise, shock, devastation, or fear. Perhaps a time when you felt that you or someone else was not safe… Feel God’s 
loving presence around you, as you go back as far as you need to go… and repeat these words while you tap: 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I had an experience… and it was a sudden change… something I could not control… and it made 
me feel vulnerable… maybe even powerless… I am willing to release every painful part of this memory… and let it be 
replaced… with God’s gentle healing love… I reclaim my True Self… exactly as God created me…I am whole & complete. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
Thank You, God… for taking this from me… and healing it for me… I release the past… & I choose freedom in all respects… 
Thank You for teaching me how to walk in the greatness of Your Love… in all aspects of my life… I am worthy of everything 
good… the finest that life has to offer… No more delays… No more worries… and no more burdens to carry… I accept Your 
Love exactly as I am… My heart is open to the light, joy and peace… of all that You created within me…Forever free & loved. 
 

Instructions - Take in a long deep breath and feel the lightness of releasing everything that is not “authentically you”!  

 


